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By Lauren Clark

Monterey Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 272 pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x 7.5in. x
1.3in.Deadlines, Divas, and Danger: Behind the Scenes in the TV News Biz For TV producer Melissa
Moore, crisis management comes with the job. From employee disputes to her high-maintenance
boss, theres not much she hasnt seen or cant handle. But no one--including Melissa--expects a
fistfight during the ten oclock news. When sexy-but-crazy Alyssa Andrews lands a punch on her co-
anchors face, Melissa jumps on set to help. Shes determined that WSGAs reputation wont be
destroyed on her watch. Both anchors are fired and Melissa agrees to fill in--but not before
polishing her look from haircut to heels. While the new Melissa wows WSGA viewers, her personal
life starts fraying at the edges. Melissas husband is away more than hes home, leaving cryptic Post-
it notes in his wake. Her mothers antics spiral out of control at the nursing home and a stalker
decides Melissa is her next target. What happens next Stay Tuned to find out. . . This item ships from
multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti

It is an remarkable pdf that I actually have actually read. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i actually have go through during my very own life and may be he very best book for actually.
-- Hailey Jast Jr.-- Hailey Jast Jr.
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